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introduction
In voltage-dependent sodium, potassium, and calcium
channels, the voltage dependence of gating has usually
been attributed to that intrinsic part of the protein
molecule known as the voltage sensor (S4 region), although a number of very recent studies have reported
some dependence on the presence and nature of the
permeating cation (Yellen, 1997). For example, lower
than normal concentrations of external potassium substantially reduce the open probability of some K channels. By comparison, cloning and sequencing of the
voltage-dependent ClC family of Cl2 channels has
failed to reveal an S4 type of voltage sensor and experiments on the Torpedo Cl2 channel, ClC-0, indicate that
there is little or no contribution to gating from intrinsic
protein charge movement (Chen and Miller, 1996). InDr. Pusch’s present address is Istituto di Cibernetica e Biofisica, CNR,
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deed, for two family members, ClC-0, and the skeletal
muscle Cl2 channel, ClC-1, a number of experiments
in which Cl2 has been replaced by glucose or by other
anions suggest that activation of these channels is
mainly controlled by the presence and concentration
of external Cl2 (Pusch et al., 1995a; Rychkov et al.,
1996). These authors submit that the permeant anion
also serves as a ligand that regulates channel opening
when it binds to a specific intra-pore site. For a constant external Cl2 concentration, the availability of extracellularly derived Cl2 at the regulatory site depends
on the transmembrane electric field and this confers
the experimentally observed voltage dependence upon
gating, no intrinsic voltage sensing component of the
channel protein being required.
Similar experiments using methanesulfonate as the
impermeant Cl2 substitute along with the effect of a
mutation in ClC-1 (D136G), meanwhile, led Fahlke et
al. (1995, 1996) to conclude that D136 is part of a voltage sensor that controls gating, this voltage sensor possibly being subject to electrostatic perturbation by anion binding within the channel. Mutations in ClC-0
(Ludewig et al., 1997) and ClC-1 (Fahlke et al., 1997c)
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a b s t r a c t A distinctive feature of the voltage-dependent chloride channels ClC-0 (the Torpedo electroplaque
chloride channel) and ClC-1 (the major skeletal muscle chloride channel) is that chloride acts as a ligand to its
own channel, regulating channel opening and so controlling the permeation of its own species. We have now
studied the permeation of a number of foreign anions through ClC-1 using voltage-clamp techniques on Xenopus
oocytes and Sf9 cells expressing human (hClC-1) or rat (rClC-1) isoforms, respectively. From their effect on channel gating, the anions presented in this paper can be divided into three groups: impermeant or poorly permeant
anions that can not replace Cl2 as a channel opener and do not block the channel appreciably (glutamate, gluconate, HCO32, BrO32); impermeant anions that can open the channel and show significant block (methanesulfonate, cyclamate); and permeant anions that replace Cl2 at the regulatory binding site but impair Cl2 passage
through the channel pore (Br2, NO32, ClO32, I2, ClO42, SCN2). The permeability sequence for rClC-1, SCN2 z
ClO42 . Cl2 . Br2 . NO32 z ClO32 . I2 .. BrO32 . HCO32 .. methanesulfonate z cyclamate z glutamate,
was different from the sequence determined for blocking potency and ability to shift the Popen curve, SCN2 z
ClO42 . I2 . NO32 z ClO32 z methanesulfonate . Br2 . cyclamate . BrO32 . HCO32 . glutamate, implying
that the regulatory binding site that opens the channel is different from the selectivity center and situated closer
to the external side. Channel block by foreign anions is voltage dependent and can be entirely accounted for by
reduction in single channel conductance. Minimum pore diameter was estimated to be z4.5 Å. Anomalous molefraction effects found for permeability ratios and conductance in mixtures of Cl2 and SCN2 or ClO42 suggest a
multi-ion pore. Hydrophobic interactions with the wall of the channel pore may explain discrepancies between
the measured permeabilities of some anions and their size.
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methods
Rat ClC-1 (rClC-1) was expressed in Sf9 (a Spondoptera frugiperda
insect cell line) cells as described in detail previously (Astill et al.,
1996). Cultured Sf9 cells were infected with baculovirus BVDA6.3
containing rClC-1 cDNA and incubated for 28–30 h at 288C in
air. After incubation, infected cells were seeded onto glass coverslips and maintained at room temperature until required. Wholecell patch-clamp experiments were performed on Sf9 cells between 28 and 34 h postinfection using an EPC7 patch-clamp amplifier and associated standard equipment (List Electronic,
Darmstadt, Germany). The usual bath solution contained (mM):
170 NaCl, 2 MgSO4, 2 Ca-gluconate, and 10 HEPES, adjusted to
pH 7.5 with NaOH. Lower concentrations of Cl2 in the bath solution were achieved by equimolar substitution of 5, 10, 25, 50, 75,
90, or 100% of external Cl2 by a particular anion; for impermeant anions the highest concentration in the bath solution was
95%. Electrodes were made of borosilicate glass and had a resistance of 1–3 MV when filled with a normal internal solution containing (mM): 40 KCl, 120 K-glutamate, 10 EGTA-Na, and 10
HEPES, adjusted to pH 7.2 with NaOH. In some experiments,
the concentration of NaCl in the bath solution was raised to 340
mM, in which case the concentrations of KCl and K-glutamate in
the internal solution were doubled. When HCO32 was used to
substitute for Cl2, bath HEPES concentration was increased to 20
mM and the solution was used within 20 min. To reduce possible
acidification of the internal medium due to CO2 diffusion into
the cell, 120 mM K-glutamate in the internal solution was replaced with equimolar Tris-glutamate, a substitution that, of itself, had no effect on ClC-1 channel properties.
When necessary, pentobarbitone (0.5 mM), added to the bath
solution, was used to block native anion channels in Sf9 cells
(Birnir et al., 1992). Data were collected, filtered at 3 or 10 kHz,
and analyzed on an IBM-compatible PC using pCLAMP v6.0 software (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Liquid junction potentials between the bath and electrode solutions were estimated by
using JPCalc (Barry, 1994) and corrected where specified. Experiments were conducted at a room temperature of 24 6 18C.
To obtain permeability ratios, membrane potentials for at least
seven different concentrations of each foreign anion were measured in current clamp mode. Shifts in potential (relative to control Cl2 solution) were plotted against mole fraction of the anion
and fitted with a Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation of the form:
Y = 58.4 log {1/ [ ( 1 – M f ) + Am f ] } ,

(1)

where Y is the shift of the membrane potential, Mf (mole fraction) is the concentration of foreign anion, X, relative to the control Cl2 concentration (Mf 5 [X2]/[X2] 1 [Cl2]), and A 5 (PX/
PCl) is the permeability ratio for this anion relative to Cl2.
To determine relative conductances in the presence of external foreign anions, outward conductance was estimated as a
chord conductance (approximating the slope conductance)
from the outward current interpolated at a point 20 mV to the
right of the reversal potential on the current–voltage (I-V) plot.
We constructed these I-V plots from steady state currents obtained at the end of 100-ms test voltage pulses.
Tail currents for voltage steps to 2100 mV after 150-ms test
pulses in the range from 2160 to 1100 mV were extrapolated
back to the beginning of the pulse by fitting with two exponentials plus a constant (Rychkov et al., 1996). Instantaneous currents so obtained were used to produce apparent Popen curves by
fitting with a Boltzmann distribution of the form:
X ( V ) = X o + ( 1 – X o ) / { 1 + exp [ ( V 1/2 – V ) /k ] },
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at very different positions, however, cause the same inwardly rectifying gating as D136G, making it unlikely
that this residue serves as a voltage sensor. In their latest interpretation of gating, Fahlke et al. (1997b) endorse the functional linkage between ion permeation
and gating, but maintain their different viewpoint with
respect to the involvement of a voltage sensor. They argue that the voltage responsiveness resulting from voltage-dependent conformational changes can be modulated by permeant ions, and hence be modified by the
presence of foreign anions.
Methanesulfonate, which has often been used as the
preferred impermeant Cl2 substitute because of its
negligible permeability and apparent lack of interaction with Cl2 in mole fraction substitution studies of
membrane conductance in the rat diaphragm muscle
(Palade and Barchi, 1977). Other anions (Br2, I2,
SO422, and methylsulphate) tested by these authors, appeared to interact to varying degrees with Cl2, displaying nonlinear and anomalous mole fraction effects on
membrane conductance when substituted for Cl2. Similar effects of foreign anion substitution on fish skeletal
muscle had been demonstrated previously (Hagiwara
and Takahashi, 1974).
Early work on frog muscle with halide and NO3 substitution defined the substantial specificity of skeletal
muscle anion channels for Cl2 over other anions (for
review see Bretag, 1987). Woodbury and Miles (1973)
tested an extensive range of foreign anions on frog
muscle and found that they could be separated into two
groups according to how they affected the pH dependence of membrane conductance. For Cl2 itself and
“chloride-like” anions, membrane conductance decreased
at low pH, while, for “benzoate-like” anions, it increased.
More recently, the effects of foreign anions on Cl2
channels of tissues other than muscle have been analyzed at the single channel level (Bormann et al., 1987;
Halm and Frizzell, 1992; Linsdell et al., 1997a; Tabcharani et al., 1997) and, based on the extensive kinetic information obtained, substantial models of multi-ion
pores have been developed (Bormann et al., 1987; Halm
and Frizzell, 1992; Linsdell et al., 1997b).
The skeletal muscle Cl2 channel, ClC-1, has a conductance that is too small to allow observation of single
channel currents (Pusch et al., 1994). Nevertheless, investigation of ensemble currents can provide valuable
insight into the gating and permeation characteristics
of this channel (Steinmeyer et al. 1991, 1994; Pusch et
al. 1995b; Astill et al., 1996; Fahlke et al., 1996; Rychkov
et al., 1996; Fahlke et al., 1997a, 1997b).
In the present studies, we have investigated the influence of foreign anions on current kinetics, apparent
Popen permeability, and conductance of ClC-1 channels
that allow a number of predictions to be made about
the nature of the channel pore.

where Xo is an offset, V is the membrane potential, V1/2 is the potential at which X 5 (1 1 Xo)/2, and k is the slope factor. The
slope factor k was used to calculate the apparent gating valence z,
(z 5 25.4/k).
Noise analysis was performed as described previously (Pusch et
al., 1994) on some outside-out patches on Xenopus oocytes expressing hClC-1. In these experiments, the bath solution contained (mM): 100 NaX (X 5 Cl2, Br2, etc., or 50 Cl2 1 50 I2), 2
MgCl2, 5 HEPES, adjusted to pH 7.3 with NaOH, and the pipette
solution contained (mM): 100 NaCl, 2 MgCl2, 5 EGTA, 5 HEPES,
adjusted to pH 7.3 with NaOH. Inside-out patches containing
hClC-1 were also produced from Xenopus oocytes. In this case, the
pipettes were filled with control bath solution containing (mM):
100 NaCl, 2 MgCl2, 5 HEPES, adjusted to pH 7.3 with NaOH, and
the patch was exposed to (mM): 100 NaCl, 2 MgCl2, 5 EGTA, 5
HEPES, adjusted to pH 7.3 with NaOH. Where specified, various
fractions of the 100 mM NaCl were replaced by equimolar
amounts of NaBr or NaI.

Various foreign anion substitutions were first tested
against the effects of NaCl replacement by glucose. Our
presumptions were that permeation through ClC-1
would not be influenced by glucose, that glucose would
not interact with any regulatory site or any process
modulating ClC-1, and that anion permeation through
ClC-1 could be satisfactorily monitored without interference from any other permeation pathways through
the Sf9 cell membrane.
When NaCl in the external solution was replaced by
glucose, the slope conductance of ClC-1, estimated
near the equilibrium potential, showed saturation at
physiological external Cl2 concentrations, only becoming dependent on external Cl2 at low concentrations
(Fig. 1). Almost identical results were obtained when
glutamate, gluconate, glucuronate, and diatrizoate were
substituted for Cl2 (Fig. 1, only glutamate is shown). Rel-

Figure 1. Membrane conductance of Sf9 cells
expressing rClC-1 when impermeant or poorly
permeant anions replace Cl2 in the external solution. Relative conductance, GX 1 Cl/GCl, is plotted
against mole fraction, [X2]/([X2]1[Cl2]), of the
foreign anion. Conductance was estimated as explained in methods.
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results

ative permeabilities for these anions, obtained from the
fit of the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation to shifts in
membrane potential, were ,1% and could not be considered different from zero. Substitution of Cl2 by
glutamate or glucose influenced current kinetics, increasing the rate of deactivation of inward currents,
and shifted the apparent Popen curve in the depolarizing
direction, as we reported previously (Rychkov et al.,
1996). Both of these were dependent on the extent to
which Cl2 had been replaced. When other anions in
this group were substituted for Cl2, they also made current deactivation faster and shifted the apparent Popen
curve to more positive potentials to the same extent as
glutamate (Fig. 2 B).
Two much smaller anions, HCO32 and BrO32, although having a measurable permeability relative to
Cl2 (Table I) had the same (Fig. 2 C) or a similar (Fig.
2 D) effect on current kinetics as the large impermeant
organic anions from the previous group. They also
shifted the apparent Popen curves to more positive potentials without changing the gating charge (Table I),
but unlike glutamate and other anions from that group
they appeared to interact with Cl2 inside the channel
to some extent, since the relationship between conductance and concentration was different from that for
glucose (Fig. 1). Bicarbonate was less permeant than
BrO32 (Table I) and its effects were closer to those of
glutamate: at 95% concentration, HCO32 shifted V1/2
by z160 mV, while BrO32, at the same concentration,
shifted V1/2 rather less, by z150 mV (compare with the
shift of z170 mV for glutamate; Table I). Bromate
showed stronger interaction with Cl2 inside the channel than HCO32 since conductance of the channel in
the outward direction in the presence of BrO32 was
smaller than in the presence of HCO32 (Figs. 1 and 2, C

and D). At the same time, BrO32 weakly blocked inward
current, while HCO32 did not show any block (compare the relative amplitudes of inward current in the
presence of BrO32 and HCO32; Fig. 2).
Cyclamate and methanesulfonate were as impermeant as the other large organic anions, but they
changed currents through ClC-1 very differently from
glutamate (Fig. 3). Cyclamate (when substituting 95%
of Cl2) blocked z35% of inward current, shifted V1/2
by 128 mV (compared with z170 mV for glutamate;
Table I), and increased the slope coefficient, k, of the
Popen curve, thus reducing the apparent gating charge,
z, to z0.63. Methanesulfonate, at the same concentration, blocked up to 70% of inward current and substantially modified the kinetics of current deactivation. Furthermore, the apparent Popen curve was shifted in the
opposite direction, to more negative potentials, by z45
mV, and the apparent gating charge was decreased
(Fig. 3; Table I).
Bromide, NO32, ClO32, I2, ClO42, and SCN2 fall into
a separate category of foreign anions in regard to their
656

action on ClC-1. With increasing amounts of Br2 replacing Cl2 in the external solution, the slope conductance, calculated for outward current near the reversal
potential, decreased until just 15% of its initial value remained when 100% Br2 substituted for Cl2 (Fig. 4). At
the same time, inward current amplitude (at 2120 mV)
was reduced by 50%, indicating that Br2 blocks the
ClC-1 channel (Fig. 5). The relative permeability for
Br2, again obtained using the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz
equation and data for different mole fractions of Br2,
was 0.37 6 0.01. There was no evidence of an anomalous mole-fraction effect on permeability for Br2. Kinetics of current deactivation were not substantially altered, nor was there any significant shift in the voltage
dependence of the apparent Popen, as indicated by V1/2
(Table I). The main difference was an increased proportion of steady state current at negative potentials
(compare Figs. 2 and 5).
Nitrate and ClO32 had very low relative conductances
(e.g., Fig. 4) and, with relative permeabilities of z0.25,
were somewhat less permeant than Br2. In addition,
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Figure 2. Kinetics of whole-cell
currents in Sf9 cells expressing
rClC-1 when impermeant or
poorly permeant anions replace
95% of Cl2 in the external solution. Currents were elicited by
the standard activation protocol
from a holding potential of 230
mV with a prepulse to 140 mV
followed by steps from 2120 to
180 mV in 20-mV increments.
Since experiments were performed on different cells, currents
have been normalized to the
peak inward current in Cl2 solution at 2120 mV. Peak inward
currents from cell to cell ranged
between 25 and 210 nA.

table i
Relative Permeabilities for Different Foreign Anions and Their Effect on the Parameters of the Popen Curves
PX/PCl

V1/2* at indicated
percent chloride replacement

z

n‡

23

mV
Cl2

1

288.2 6 0.6

1.19 6 0.03

Br2

0.37 6 0.01

290.5 6 2.3 (100%)

1.12 6 0.09

3

NO32

0.24 6 0.02

2117.5 6 3.3 (50%)
2117.0 6 3.2 (100%)

0.96 6 0.11
0.62 6 0.10

4

ClO32

0.24 6 0.02

2109.4 6 1.8 (50%)
2114.6 6 2.5 (100%)

1.04 6 0.05
0.58 6 0.14

3

I2

0.22 6 0.02

2117.1 6 3.3 (10%)
2150.3 6 2.0 (50%)

1.05 6 0.05
0.57 6 0.12

4

anomalous mole-fraction
effect 1.95 6 0.15
(100% Cl2 replacement)

2130.2 6 2.0 (5%)

1.06 6 0.11

4

SCN2

anomalous mole-fraction
effect 1.61 6 0.18
(100% Cl2 replacement)

2137.7 6 1.0 (5%)
2166.2 6 1.6 (10%)

1.05 6 0.05
0.70 6 0.10

5

HCO32

0.027 6 0.005

228.5 6 3.0 (95%)

0.97 6 0.13

3

BrO32

0.065 6 0.006

241.3 6 2.0 (95%)

1.05 6 0.07

3

Glutamate

0.008 6 0.003

216.0 6 1.1 (95%)

1.07 6 0.04

6

Methanesulfonate

0.007 6 0.004

2113.5 6 3.5 (50%)
2134.9 6 2.0 (95%)

0.94 6 0.11
0.66 6 0.04

3

Cyclamate

0.008 6 0.003

277.0 6 2.0 (50%)
260.5 6 1.5 (95%)

1.07 6 0.07
0.62 6 0.07

4

*Voltages have been corrected for liquid junction potentials (see methods). ‡The same number of experiments was performed with a particular anion
for each different percent chloride replacement.

Figure 3. Effect of cyclamate and methanesulfonate on current kinetics and apparent Popen
curves. Currents were elicited by the standard activation protocol (as in Fig. 2) and 95% of external
Cl2 was replaced by (A) cyclamate or (B) methanesulfonate. Apparent Popen curves (C) are plotted for control (e), methanesulfonate (d) and
cyclamate (s). Voltages are corrected for liquid
junction potentials (see methods).
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ClO42

they blocked up to 80% of the inward current at 2120
mV when substituting 100% of the Cl2 (Fig. 5, ClO32 is
not shown). Apparent Popen in the presence of either of
these anions at 50% concentration was shifted to more
negative potentials without significant change in the
slope of the curve, but if the concentration of NO32 or
ClO32 was increased up to 100%, the slope factor of the
apparent Popen curve was increased (Table I), implying
a reduction in gating charge to z0.6 (normally z1.2).

Time constants of the deactivating components of the
inward current were not appreciably changed by these
anions, but the relative proportion of steady state current at 2120 mV increased from z7 to z50% (compare Figs. 2 and 5).
Although I2 was quite permeant, with a relative permeability of 0.22 6 0.02, conductance of I2 ions through
ClC-1 was negligibly small and not readily distinguishable from leakage. Inward current was blocked by 90%

Figure 5. Kinetics of whole-cell currents in Sf9
cells expressing rClC-1 when various permeant
anions replace 100% of Cl2 in the external solution. Currents were elicited by the standard activation protocol as for Fig. 2.
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Figure 4. Membrane conductance of Sf9 cells
expressing rClC-1 when various permeant anions
replace Cl2 in the external solution. Relative conductance has been plotted against mole fraction
of foreign anion as for Fig. 1.
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Figure 6. Effects of replacing Cl2 with SCN2 in the external solution. Amplitudes of outward current in Cl2 solution and in SCN2
solution were found to be closely correlated (A). Anomalous mole
fraction effects were apparent for both permeability and conductance (B). Permeability changes are indicated by the shift in reversal potential (e). Relative conductance (r) in this case was determined from the chord conductance measured at 180 mV. Both
permeability and relative conductance are plotted against mole
fraction of SCN2.

to gain information about the mechanism of this block,
show (Table II) that single channel current amplitude
is reduced by foreign anion substitution in the same
proportion as whole-cell current.
As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 8, conductance to outward currents is saturated at physiological Cl2 concentrations with a Kd of z6 mM. Since it was not possible to
change internal Cl2 concentration during whole-cell
patch-clamp experiments in Sf9 cells, results from separate whole-cell experiments were combined after normalizing in the following way. For different cells, the ratio between chord conductance at 2120 mV and cur-
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at 2120 mV when all Cl2 was replaced with I2 and current showed little deactivation at negative potentials
(Fig. 5). Apparent Popen curves obtained at lower mole
fractions of I2, where current deactivation at negative
potentials was more obvious, showed that the voltage
dependence of channel gating was shifted to more negative potentials by I2 and the apparent gating charge
decreased (Table I).
Thiocyanate and ClO42 at low concentrations (up to
10%) had effects very similar to I2, they blocked inward
current (by z90% in the case of 10% SCN2), reduced
current deactivation at negative potentials, shifted V1/2
to more negative potentials, decreased the slope of apparent Popen curves (Table I), and shifted membrane
potentials towards more positive values. When the concentration of SCN2 (or ClO42) was raised above 10%,
inward current was blocked almost completely, but the
amplitude of the outward current started to increase
and reached its maximum when all Cl2 in the external
solution was replaced with SCN2 (Fig. 5). Under these
conditions, the usual inward rectification was replaced
by outwardly rectifying currents (Fig. 5), and SCN2 was
more permeant than Cl2 since membrane potentials
were shifted to values more negative than the Cl2 equilibrium potential (Fig. 6).
Endogenous volume-regulated Cl2 channels in Sf9
cells were more permeable to SCN2 than to Cl2 and,
furthermore, control cells showed outwardly rectifying
currents in the presence of SCN2 qualitatively similar to
the currents recorded under the same conditions from
the cells expressing ClC-1 (not shown). To make sure
that the anomalous mole-fraction effect and outward
rectification in solutions containing SCN2 were not the
result of increased activity of the native Cl2 channels,
concomitant with complete block of ClC-1 channels,
experiments with SCN2 substitution for Cl2 were carried out on cells with different levels of expression of
ClC-1. If currents recorded in the presence of SCN2
were passing only through native channels, their amplitudes should not be much different from cell to cell
and should not depend on the Cl2 current amplitude
through ClC-1. In reality, there was a high level of correlation between the amplitudes of outward currents,
measured in cells expressing ClC-1, bathed in control
Cl2 solution, and when SCN2 replaced Cl2 (Fig. 6). We
can, therefore, have confidence that ClC-1 is permeable to SCN2 (and, likewise, to ClO42) and that outward currents recorded in the presence of SCN2 are
mainly due to conductance through ClC-1.
External substitution of Br2, NO32, and I2 on hClC-1
expressed in Xenopus oocytes had very similar effects to
those described above for rClC-1, although block by
Br2, I2, and methanesulfonate may have been slightly
weaker (Table II). Noise analysis (Fig. 7), performed
on outside-out patches containing hClC-1 at 2140 mV

table ii
Foreign Anion Block of Macroscopic Currents, I, from Whole-Cell Studies and of Single Channel Currents, i, Estimated by Noise Analysis
Anion X*

IX/ICl (hClC-1)

IX/ICl (rClC-1)

iX (hClC-1) (pA)

iX/iCl (hClC-1)

Cl2

1

1

0.24 6 0.04 (n 5 11)

1

Br2‡

0.80 6 0.06 (n 5 3)

0.64 6 0.07 (n 5 3)

0.19 6 0.03 (n 5 3)

0.79 6 0.12 (n 5 3)

NO32‡

0.41 6 0.02 (n 5 8)

0.44 6 0.05 (n 5 4)

0.085 6 0.022 (n 5 9)

0.35 6 0.09 (n 5 9)

I2‡

0.26 6 0.03 (n 5 4)

0.24 6 0.05 (n 5 4)
0.079 6 0.02 (n 5 6)

0.33 6 0.08 (n 5 6)

0.20 6 0.02 (n 5 4)

0.84 6 0.10 (n 5 4)

I2 (50 mM)

0.38 6 0.02 (n 5 9)

Methanesulfonate‡

0.73 6 0.11 (n 5 3)

0.67 6 0.10 (n 5 4)

For ease of comparison, peak inward currents for a step to 2140 mV in the presence of foreign anions have been normalized to the current in external
chloride solution for rC1C-1 and hC1C-1 as appropriate. *Currents, IX and iX, are inward currents carried by internal chloride in the presence of external
anion X. ‡These anions were substituted in equimolar amounts for 127.5 mM Cl (75% of external Cl substituted) in experiments on rClC-1 expressed in
Sf9 cells and for 100 mM Cl (98% of external Cl substituted) in experiments on hClC-1 expressed in Xenopus oocytes.

III). But unlike external Br2, which did not affect inward current kinetics, internal Br2 slowed down current deactivation and appeared to have a stronger
blocking action (Table II indicates 20% block of hClC-1
and 40% block of rClC-1 from the outside, while Fig. 9
shows 70% block of hClC-1 from the inside). These estimates of block from attenuation of inward currents are
not strictly comparable as Br2 applied from inside
blocks inward current to a greater extent than outward
current, whereas the opposite is true for block by externally applied Br2. In each case, the block is voltage dependent.
Intracellular I2 had an even stronger blocking effect
on inward current (Fig. 9) than Br2, just as occurs

Figure 7. Nonstationary noise
analysis performed on outsideout patches from Xenopus oocytes
expressing hClC-1 in the presence of Cl2, NO32, I2, or Br2.
Variances (top) and means (middle) of current records (n 5
150) are shown for standard
voltage protocols incorporating
a prepulse to 160 mV followed
by a 70-ms test pulse to 2140 mV.
(bottom) Variance–mean current
plots are fitted with parabolas according to the equation: s2 5
s02 1 iI 2 I 2/n, where s02 is baseline noise variance, i is single
channel current, I is mean current, and n is number of channels. The results shown were obtained from a single patch. Fitted
values for the parabolas shown
are: (A) for chloride, i 5 0.26 pA;
(B) for nitrate, i 5 0.1 pA; (C) for
50% iodide/50% chloride, i 5
0.077 pA; (D) for bromide, i 5
0.21 pA.
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rent at 180 mV was found to be constant for external
Cl2 concentrations from 170 to 340 mM and a fixed internal Cl2 concentration, presumably reflecting the ratio between single channel currents at 2120 and 180
mV. Similarly, ratios were calculated from results obtained using a variety of Cl2 concentrations in the pipette, plotted against internal Cl2 concentrations and
fitted with a one-binding site hyperbola. The fit gave a
Kd of z33 mM. The maximal ratio obtained from the
fit was used to normalize the data points, making it possible to present the saturation curves for internal and
external Cl2 on the one graph (Fig. 8).
Similar to its external application, Br2 applied internally had little effect on apparent Popen curves (Table

table iii
Parameters of Apparent Popen Curves from Inside-Out Patches of Xenopus
Oocytes after Internal Application of Foreign Anions
V1/2

z

n

5

mV

when they are applied from the outside. In 100 mM intracellular I2 (leaving 4 mM internal Cl2), inward currents through hClC-1 were almost completely blocked
and it was impossible to extract parameters describing
the voltage dependence. Outward currents were not
appreciably affected. Partial replacement of Cl2 by I2
led to a slight shift of V1/2 to more positive values and to
a decrease in the apparent gating charge, z. The shift of
V1/2 is opposite to the effect of external I2, whereas
both external and internal I2 led to a reduction in gating charge (Table III).
discussion
In our receptor-operated model of gating in the ClC-1
channel, open probability is controlled by a binding
site for Cl2, or certain other anions, which is accessible
only from outside and which must be correctly occupied for opening to occur (Rychkov et al., 1996). Consistent with this model, anions we have studied can be
divided into three groups according to their ability to
open the channel and to permeate it: impermeant anions that are unable to open the channel, anions that
can open the channel but cannot permeate it, and anions that can both open the channel and permeate it.
Large anions such as glutamate, gluconate, and glucuronate belong to the first group. All of these cause a
shift of the deactivation curve to positive potentials similar to that caused by glucose, which provides evidence
that the shift in voltage dependence of the channel is
due to the absence of Cl2 rather than to the presence
of the foreign anion.
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248.5 6 2.5

1.08 6 0.02

Br2 (100%)

250.8 6 1.1

0.84 6 0.02

4

I2 (10%)

248.2 6 1.1

1.03 6 0.04

4

(50%)

237.3 6 1.0

0.52 6 0.04

4

Since glucose, presumably, does not interact with
binding sites regulating the behavior of ClC-1, any difference between those relative conductances obtained
when glucose substitutes for NaCl and those where a
foreign anion substitutes for Cl2, reflects interaction
between Cl2 and that anion in the pore. Impermeant
anions that do not interfere with the gating, such as
glutamate and glucuronate, also do not change relative
Cl2 conductance. By contrast, HCO32, which has just
3% of Cl2 permeability, clearly reduces Cl2 conductance (Fig. 1) and shifts the apparent Popen curve to less
positive potentials than the impermeant glutamate.
The slightly more permeant BrO32 has more pronounced effects on channel conductance and gating.
That gating is intrinsically linked to permeation and
appears to be supported by the behavior of these anions. In the present work, however, we have found
other anions, such as cyclamate and methanesulfonate,
that can have a substantial effect on gating without being permeant. For example, cyclamate and BrO32 have
much the same effect on conductance and current kinetics and the amount of block of the inward current is
also very similar, but while BrO32 is permeant, cyclamate is impermeant and, in addition, it reduces the gating charge to z0.62. These results suggest that cyclamate can bind (more readily than bicarbonate or
BrO32) to the regulatory binding site that opens the
channel and that this site lies external to the selectivity
filter, which cyclamate cannot pass. Thus, gating is not
always coupled to permeation, probably because specificity of the pore selectivity filter differs from that of the
site within the pore that regulates channel opening. It
could be that when blocking anions, such as methanesulfonate, are bound to the latter site, they hinder Cl2
passage through the pore. Alternatively, although less
likely (see below), block could be due to binding at
some second site (perhaps the selectivity filter), which
must also be deep inside the pore, as indicated by diminished inward current block at negative potentials.
In these ways, ClC-1 appears to differ from ClC-0, not
because of any profound difference in their mechanisms of fast gating, but, probably, because the selectivity filter and regulatory binding site have very similar
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Figure 8. Relationship between Cl2 conductance and concentration in rClC-1. In this case, Cl2 was replaced by glucose in the external solution but by glutamate in the internal solution. From Fig.
1, it can be seen that the effects of glucose or glutamate replacement in the external solution are almost identical. See text for
methods employed in normalization of data.

Cl2 (100%)

specificity in ClC-0, which allows channel activation to
be closely linked to permeation, whereas these specificities are different in ClC-1 with the consequences that
this entails.
Small inorganic anions all showed potential-dependent block at low concentrations in the sequence: Br2
, NO32 , ClO32 , I2 , ClO42 , SCN2, which coincides with the ability to shift the voltage dependence of
gating, to modify current kinetics, and also coincides
with the lyotropic series. For Br2, NO32, I2, and methanesulfonate, we have good evidence from noise analysis that all reduction in current amplitude is due to a
reduction in single channel current. In the lyotropic series, anions are arranged in order according to their
ability to bind or adsorb to proteins, to potentiate the
strength of a muscle twitch, and to unwind macromolecules. It is believed that, for binding to follow the lyotropic series, a site requires the combination of two molecular attributes: appropriate anion-attracting groups and
neighboring hydrophobic groups (Dani et al., 1983).
If conductance is limited by binding inside the pore,
then, the stronger the binding, the smaller the conductance. This seems to be the case when SCN2 concentra662

tion is low, where strong binding to only one of several
intrapore binding sites is sufficient to block the channel. Possibly, as concentration is increased, all intrapore binding sites are occupied by SCN2, and electrostatic repulsion between these ions accelerates the
rate-limiting exit steps. When all Cl2 outside is replaced
by SCN2, positive potentials applied from the inside reduce the probability of internal Cl2 entering the channel, so the channel starts to rectify outward just as it
also rectifies inward at strongly negative potentials
when all SCN2 is likely to be displaced from the channels. As is typical of the anomalous mole fraction effects seen in pores with multiple intrapore binding
sites, the lowest conductance occurs when a mixture of
ions is present in the channel. An anomalous molefraction effect for mixtures of Cl2 and SCN2 is not
unique for ClC-1. Some other Cl2 channels, such as the
g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and glycine receptor channels (Bormann et al., 1987) and the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (Tabcharani et al.,
1993), have similar properties.
With a Kd of 6 mM, “outward” Cl2 conductance for
outward currents through ClC-1 is saturated at physio-
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Figure 9. Kinetics of currents
in inside-out patches from Xenopus oocytes expressing hClC-1
when Br2 and I2 are substituted
for Cl2 in the internal solution. A
shows control currents in the
patch to which 100% Br2 was
then applied (B), while C shows
control currents in the patch to
which 50% I2 was later applied
(D). Voltage protocol: after a 50ms prepulse to 160 mV, the
membrane potential was stepped
for 150 ms from 2140 to 180
mV in 20-mV increments, followed by a step to 2100 mV for
50 ms.
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ity corresponds to opening ability, that block probably
occurs at the regulatory binding site.
The effects of some of the anions studied in this work
on rat ClC-1 have been investigated in human ClC-1 by
Fahlke et al. (1997a), who obtained a similar sequence
for relative permeability: Cl2 z SCN2 . Br2 . NO32 .
I2 . methanesulfonate. Permeability ratios calculated
by Fahlke et al. (1997a) were somewhat higher than in
our work, which can be explained by differences in internal Cl2 concentration. In a multi-ion pore, the permeability ratios will depend on the absolute concentrations.
Although for halides the differences were relatively small,
methanesulfonate was found to be impermeant in rat
ClC-1, while in human ClC-1, Pmetsulf/PCl was z0.2. With
impermeant anion substitution, we have found that the
Sf9 cells cannot for long sustain membrane potentials
as highly positive as z180 mV with 140 mM of Cl2 inside and only 8 mM of Cl2 remaining outside. As external Cl2 was replaced with impermeant anion to achieve
this condition, membrane potential increased to approximately the predicted 180 mV, but soon dropped
to less positive values due to increased leakage. We
therefore generally used a lower concentration of Cl2
(40 mM) in the internal solution. The difference in results might also be accounted for by Cl2 accumulation
near the external mouth of the channel, which could
be higher at higher internal Cl2 concentration. It is
also possible that the inconsistencies could be due to a
real difference between rat and human ClC-1. Some results, such as nondeactivating currents at negative potentials in the presence of I2, are similar in both studies
but explained differently. Fahlke et al. (1997b) suggest that inherently voltage-dependent conformational
changes are modulated by I2, which locks the channel
in a nondeactivating state. While we do not dispute that
I2 might lock the channel in the open state, evidence is
lacking for the existence of conformational changes
dependent upon an intrinsic voltage sensor in ClC
channels (see introduction). Our interpretation is,
instead, based on a mechanism (Pusch et al. 1995a; Rychkov et al., 1996) that is more akin to gating in receptoroperated channels. Anion concentration at a specific
intrapore binding site regulates channel opening.
Hence, a binding site that has a higher affinity for I2
than for Cl2 will maintain channel opening in the presence of I2, achievable negative potentials being unable
to displace I2 from the site.
Estimates of the dimensions of a number of cation
and anion channels have been made using a simple cylindrical pore model (Hille, 1975; Bormann et al.,
1987) that allows the permeation of ions smaller than
the diameter of the cylinder. Relative permeabilities
can be described by the equation:
2

P X /P Cl = C/d ( 1 – d/a ) ,

(3)
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logical external Cl2 concentrations. Saturation is presumed to arise when the binding–unbinding steps of
permeation become rate limiting (rate of ion entry approaches the maximum rate for the unbinding steps).
For inward currents, the Kd is z33 mM, which suggests
that there is a deeper energy well for Cl2 ions passing
through the channel from the external side than for
those passing from the inside. This can be interpreted
in terms of the rate limiting binding site being closer to
the external side. When positive potential is applied
from inside, this binding site is occupied by Cl2, but
other intrapore sites will be free. Conductance is then
very low due to strong binding of Cl2 to this site. When
Cl2 is moving out under the influence of a positive potential on the outside, all binding sites in the channel
will be occupied. Electrostatic repulsion between Cl2
ions can then accelerate the rate-limiting exit step and
increase conductance (Hille, 1992). In this way, open
channel rectification and the different Kds on either
side of the membrane may be explained. The effects of
foreign anions applied to the inside are also different
from their effects on the outside. From inside, Br2 and
I2 block inward current without affecting outward current, whereas, from outside, both currents are blocked.
Also, from the inside, I2 shifts the apparent Popen curve
in the opposite direction, to more positive potentials.
These results are all consistent with and extend the
view of ClC-1 as a channel with multiple internal binding sites having different characteristics and, especially,
they support the proposal that there is at least one inner and one outer binding site inside the channel that
are quite distinct from each other (see Fahlke et al.,
1997b).
The complete permeability sequence determined
from our study was SCN2 z ClO42 . Cl2 . Br2 .
NO32 z ClO32 . I2 . BrO32 . HCO32 z (F2), while
just for halides it was Cl2 . Br2 . I2 . F2. This sequence corresponds to a cationic site of moderately
strong field strength in the membrane (Eisenman sequence 4; Eisenman, 1965). However, not only electrostatic but also hydrophobic interactions are involved in
anion permeation through ClC-1, and so the permeability sequence need not be directly related to the
electrostatic field strength of the relevant binding site.
From blocking ability when applied externally, the
binding sequence is SCN2 . ClO42 . I2 . NO32 .
Br2 . BrO32 . HCO32 z (F2), which corresponds to
the low field strength Eisenman sequence 1 (Eisenman,
1965). These results agree with early studies of foreign
anion permeability (Woodbury and Miles, 1973) and of
block of 36Cl2 efflux (Harris, 1958) by foreign anions in
frog muscle where the same sequence difference occurred. This would indicate that the site accessible
from outside, at which block occurs, is different from
the site governing selectivity and because blocking abil-

Figure 10. Dependence of relative permeability of rClC-1 expressed in Sf9 cells on the apparent ionic diameter of various anions. Apparent ionic diameters, d, were calculated from the Einstein-Stokes relation, d 5 183.6/l8, where l8 is the limiting conductance for the ion (Robinson and Stokes, 1959). Relative
permeability for F2 was determined from the biionic potential with
160 mM of F2 in the internal solution and 170 mM of Cl2 in the
external solution.

from the cytoplasmic solution and from the external
solution, respectively, and have different binding properties even for Cl2; (c) the outer binding site appears to
have characteristics that make it the prime candidate
for regulation of channel opening and for channel
block by external anions, but it is not simultaneously
the site that determines channel selectivity; (d) block of
macroscopic currents by foreign anions can be accounted for entirely by a reduction in single channel
conductance without any requirement for an effect on
Popen; (e) minimum pore diameter is z4.5 Å; and (f)
foreign anions can be clearly categorized into three different groups according to their interaction with ClC-1.
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